INDUSTRIAL MOTIVATION CAMPAIGN
Aim of program:-Industrial Motivation Campaign (2 days) is organized to identify and motivate
traditional / non-traditional entrepreneurs having potential for setting up MSEs so as and to lead
them towards self-employment.
Awareness program on Entrepreneurship development was held on 28h January 2020 at 10.00am in Main
building Seminar Hall which was sponsored by Government of India Society Ministry of Micro, Small & Medium
Enterprises and organized by TPCT;s College of Engineering Osmanabad in association with Indo German Tool,
Aurangabad. More than 150 students from FY B. Tech and B. Pharmacy were present for this event.

Inauguration function of INDUSTRIAL MOTIVATION CAMPAIGN

Principal Dr. V. V. Mane addressing the students

Prof. Dr. Mane.V.V. Principal, TPCT’s College of Engineering Osmanabad gave the message to the students
that they do not go behind jobs but they should create employment in rural area and develop their region. They
should transform themselves from doing traditional business into smart business and asked the students to
understand the lessons from the experts.

Expert session delivered by Mr. Vikas Gopane
Mr.Vikas Gophane SBI rural self development training institute explained the various activities and schemes
that are serviced by MSME like Credit Guarantee Fund Trust, Credit Link Capital Subsidy Scheme for technology
up gradation (CLCSS), Cluster Development Programme, Market Development Assistance (MDA), Entrepreneur
Clubs, Fee Reimbursement and Tool Room etc. He explained the details about business establishment, undergone
training sessions of State Bank of India, job opportunities for trainers, and Government facilities for new
entrepreneur.

He gave various current examples of entrepreneur who got the success and failure. He conducted various
activities for students.
Mr.Mangesh Dalvi, Asst. Trainer, IGTR, Aurangabad discussed about the grants provided to service sectors
and manufacturing sectors from MSME. In addition to that they have Entrepreneur Skill Development Program
through which they tie-up with many corporate to provide in-plant training. Also he conducted Tower building
game, Milly Presentation, Ring Toss Exercise etc.

Finally, a real entrepreneur, Mr. Aniket Deshmukh , who was an Engineer of IGTR, Aurangabad shared his
experiences about his Start-up Company and its achievements.
Feed back of students: - As the part of program; lastly students gave their valuable feedbacks about two day’s
workshop. They explained “we gain lot of knowledge about self employment and how to establish new business
with the help of various schemes of government.
We students will create job opportunities not only for our self also for rural masses who are migrating from this
area to cities to search jobs.”
“Also we are very much thankful to all experts who have given valuable guidelines and spare their time to
elaborate excellent knowledge about the entrepreneurship.
Also we are very much thankful to our beloved Principal Dr. V. V. Mane sir for arranging such a wonderful
workshop for our students .also we very much Thankful to Program Coordinator and all staff members.

Feedback session of students

Lastly Prof. U. K. Wadne handled the responsibility of Vote of thanks. She assured the expert faculties about
students’ active participation in above mentioned various schemes.

